We introduce functional rotation numbers and sets for one-dimensional maps (we call them f-rotation numbers and sets) and deduce some of their properties (density of f-rotation numbers of periodic points in the f-rotation set, conditions for the connectedness of the f-rotation set) from the spectral decomposition theorem for one-dimensional maps.
Introduction
The notion of the rotation number was introduced by Poincare [P] for circle homeomorphisms. Newhouse, Palis and Takens [NPT] extended it onto circle degree one maps, introduced the notion of rotation interval and proved some properties of rotation intervals; their work was continued by Ito in [I] . We summarize the properties of rotation intervals proven in [NPT] , [I] in Theorem INPT but first let us introduce necessary notations and definitions. Let /: Sx -» Sx be a map of degree 1, n : R -► Sx be the natural projection (i.e. the one which maps the interval [0,1) onto the whole circle); let us fix a lifting F of/.
If x £ Sx, X £ n~x x then we denote the set of all limit points of the sequence F"(X)/n by IF(x); the notation is correct since for a degree one map / the set IF(x) does not depend on the choice of X £ n~xx. If IF(x) = {pF(x)} is a one-point set then pF(x) is called the rotation number of x. Set Ujtesi h(x) = IF; the following theorem is proven in [NPT, I] (properties of circle maps without cycles may also be deduced from [AK] ). Theorem INPT ( [I, NPT] ). (1) IF is a closed interval.
(2) If f has periodic points then the set of all rotation numbers of periodic points is dense in IF; otherwise f is monotonically semiconjugate to an irrational rotation by angle 2na and IF = {a} .
Since liftings of the same degree one circle map / differ by integers we may fix F and use / as a subscript from now on. The set // is called the rotation set (interval) of /. Let us give another well-known interpretation for the rotation numbers and sets (see, e.g., [MZ2] ). Namely, let the function <f>f : Sx -y R be such that <j>f(z) = F(Z) -Z for some Z £ n~xz; since F(Z') -Z' = F(Z") -Z" whenever n(Z') = n(Z") the function <pf is well defined and continuous. Then If(z) is the set of limit points of the sequence n 2^,1=0 <rX/'z) and // is the union of all such sets taken over all points of the circle. The natural question is to what extent Theorem INPT may be generalized for other functions and manifolds. In this paper we give necessary definitions and state sufficient conditions for the analog of Theorem INPT to be true in case of circle or interval maps and bounded measurable functions; we also outline some applications and possible extensions of our results onto maps of onedimensional branched manifolds. Our main tool is the "spectral decomposition theorem" for one-dimensional maps [B1-B3]. Also we would like to point out that related problems in symbolic dynamics are considered by K. Ziemian [Z] .
Let X be a compact metric space, <fi : X -y R" be a bounded measurable function, P$(p) = Jx<f>dp for any measure p. Let also /:!-»! be continuous. It is easy to see that the set If ^(x) of limit points of the sequence " J2l=o ^ifx)
is closed and connected. Let Vf(x) be the set of all limit points of Cesaro averages of iterates of <5-measure concentrated at x £ X; if P^ is continuous on Vf(x) then If^(x) = <j>(Vf(x)). It is well known that if D^ is the set of all points of discontinuity of 4>, p is a measure and p(D^) = 0 then P$ is continuous at p. Let us say that a point x is ^-admissible if for any measure v £ Vf(x) we have v(D^,) = 0; if x is ^-admissible then P^ is continuous on Vf(x) and If^(x) = <j>(Vf(x)). Denote the set of all (/(-admissible points by Ad/ ^ . Note also that Vf(x) is connected and closed [DGS] .
We call Ift<j,(x) the 4>-rotation set of x; if If^(x) = {Pf,$(x)} is a onepoint set then pfj,(x) is called the ^-rotation number of x. Also, if v is an invariant measure then we call Pf^(x) -P<j,(v) the 4>-rotation number of the measure v; in case of a periodic orbit we consider its rotation number even if (/> is discontinuous at some of its points. Let Vf = \Jx€X Vf(x), Vf(<j>) = UeAd/,, Vf(x) ■ We call the set <f>(Vf(<f>)) = U*eAd/,//,^W = W) (i-e-the set of all limit points of all sequences {^<f>(f"x)}nxLl, x £ Ad/^ ) the ^-rotation set of f. Note that the union of all sets If^(x) may be bigger than If(<f>) since 4> may be discontinuous and so Ady^ may be very small. We call the above introduced rotation numbers and sets functional ox f-rotation numbers and sets. Clearly if </3 is continuous then Ad/^ = X; in particular if / : Sx -» Sx is a degree one circle map then the function <j>f is continuous, Ady^ = Sx, I/(z) = IfAf(z), pf(z) = pfAf(z) whenever pf(z) exists and If ((/>/) = 1/.
Example 1. Let / : [0, 1] -> [0, 1] be a mixing continuous map, </>(x) equals l/n if x is periodic of period n and 0 otherwise; then //(</>) = {0} and at the same time the union of all sets If^(x) is the union of all numbers l/k and 0 where k is a period of a periodic point of /. Indeed by [Bl, B3] the set of periodic points (which are exactly the points of discontinuity of /) is dense in [0, 1 ] . The rest follows from the definitions. Note that even though periodic points do not belong to Ad/^ the closure of the set of rotation numbers of periodic points contains If(<f>) (since periods of periodic points are not bounded in this case).
Let / : X -y X be an interval or the circle map. An interval / is called periodic (of period k ) or k-periodic if J, ... , fk~xJ are pairwise disjoint and fkJ c J ; the set M = \Jk~0l f'J = orb J is then called a cycle of intervals (we write also per(7) = pex(M) -k). Usually we assume that a periodic interval is closed and specify if it is not required. The map f\M is called a nonstrictly periodic map; in particular if X is an interval then / : X -> X is nonstrictly periodic. The invariant probability measure concentrated on a periodic orbit (and thus equidistributed) is called a CO-measure [DGS] ; denote the set of all such measures CO(f). Theorem 1 is a simplified version of the result obtained in [Bl, B3] for interval maps and in [B2] for graph maps.
Theorem 1 ([B1-B3]). Let f: X -> X be a continuous circle map with Per//0 or nonstrictly periodic map, p be an invariant probability measure. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) there exists x such that p(co(x)) = 1; (2) there exists a generic point for p which can always be chosen from Per/; (3) p can be approximated arbitrary well by a CO-measure.
Corollary 1. Vf = CO(f) and so Vf is closed.
The description of the dynamics for the circle maps without periodic points is well known [AK] ; similar description holds for graph maps without periodic points [B2] . To state the result we need the following definition: a continuous map <f>: X -> Y is called monotone if the preimage of any point is connected.
Theorem AK ([AK]
). If f : Sx -* Sx has no periodic points then f is semiconjugate by a monotone map £ to an irrational rotation, there is an invariant perfect set E c Sx with oj(x) = F(Vx), £(F) = Sx, £,\E is at most 2-to-1 and f has a unique invariant measure pf; pf is mapped by £ onto the Lebesgue measure on Sx.
Let 3P be the family of all circle maps with periodic points united with the family of all interval maps, 31 be the family of all degree one circle maps without periodic points. This paper is devoted to studying f-rotation numbers and sets of maps from 3° u 32 . In fact the results about maps from 32 follow from Theorem AK, so we mainly study maps from 3°. The following is an immediate corollary of Theorems 1 and AK. We now describe a situation in which properties of 0 imply that the set //(</>) is connected. First we need some definitions from [ALM, MN] related to socalled combinatorial dynamics. Let X be the circle or the interval, /: X -* X be a continuous map. Let F : X' -> X' be a lifting of / to the universal covering space X' of X generated by the identity map if X is the interval or by the natural projection if X is the circle (so F = / if X is the interval and F : R -> R if X is the circle). Let P, Q be two periodic orbits; say that P represents the same pattern as Q if for their liftings P', Q' there is a homeomorphism h : X' -y X' which preserves the orientation and conjugates F|P' to F\Q'; the class n of all periodic orbits representing the same pattern as P is called a pattern and so it is said that P represents n (we will also say that P is of pattern n and denote n by ptn (P) ). Obviously patterns have well-defined periods. Moreover, let P represent a pattern n, Q represent a pattern 8. If there is an increasing 2-to-l semiconjugacy h of F|P' to F\Q' then we say that n is a 2-extension of 6. If there are patterns it\, ... ,n" such that 7t,+i is a 2-extension of rc, for 1 < / < n -1 we say that %" is a simple extension of ii\; simple extensions of a fixed point pattern on the interval are called simple patterns [B12] , periodic orbits which represent simple patterns are also called simple. Two patterns are called equivalent if they both are simple extensions of the same pattern; two periodic points are equivalent if they represent equivalent patterns. Theorem 2 which is our main result relies upon the decomposition theorem for one-dimensional maps [B1-B3].
Theorem 2. Let a function (p be such that for any two periodic orbits P, Q we have Pft<j,(P) = Pf,(j,(Q) provided that P is equivalent to Q. Then the following holds.
(1) Let X be the circle and the set D^ of discontinuities of (f> belong to the set of all nonperiodic points of f. Then If ((f)) is connected.
(2) Let X be an interval and suppose there is an infinite sequence A c Z+ containing arbitrary big pairs of consecutive integers and such that set D$ of discontinuities of (p belongs to the set of all nonperiodic points united with the set of all points from simple periodic orbits of periods 2", n £ A. Then If ( (f) Fix a number n , let A' be a subfamily of the family of all ^-sequences of symbols 0, 1 and define a function £ which depends on A' and has the properties from Theorem 2 as follows. For a point x such that f"~xx is not fixed let a, = x(f'x), 0 < i < n-I; then £(x) = 1 if {ai}"~0x £ A' and 0 otherwise. To define £ at points x such that f~xx is fixed consider two sequences of n symbols: fjo = {0, 1,0, 1,...} and ?7i={l,0,l,0,...} and let y be the number of those of them which belong to A' divided by 2; now let £(x) = y for any x such that f~xx is fixed. It is easy to see that Theorem 2(2) is applicable to £. Indeed, let x £ per/ be a nonfixed periodic point and a(x) = {oq, a\, ...} be the infinite sequence of symbols 0 and 1 defined by ak = x(fkx).
Then ^-rotation number of x is completely determined by a(x). On the other hand if Q is equivalent to P = orb x then choosing an appropriate point y £ Q we may assume that a(y) = a(x) and thus <!;-rotation numbers of P and Q axe the same. It remains to notice that for fixed points and their simple extensions the same property holds due to the definition of £. Since the only periodic points of discontinuity of £ are some of the fixed points of / then Theorems 1 and 2 are applicable and we prove the following If n = 1 and the set A' of sequences of the length n consists of the sequence License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use {1} (in this case £ = x outside the set of fixed points of / and 1/2 at fixed points, x-rotation numbers and sets are simply called rotation numbers and sets [B6] ) then one can say more. Indeed, the following Corollary 3 is a weak version of the Main Theorem from [B6] (cf. [M2] ); in this corollary speaking of the interval (p/q, 1/2] we do not necessary assume that p/q < 1/2. Corollary 3 ( [B6] ). Let f have a periodic point with the rotation number p/q 1 /2. Then for any positive integers s, t such that s/t £ (p/q, 1/2] there is an f-periodic point y of period t with the rotation number s/t.
Corollary 4 follows from Corollary 3, Proposition 1(1), and Theorem 2.
Corollary 4. If p, q are such positive integers that p/q £ int // then there is an f-periodic point x of rotation number p/q and period q.
Preliminaries
In this section we describe for our purposes a short suitable version of the spectral decomposition for one-dimensional maps contained in [B1-B3]. More precisely, in [Bl, B3] the full construction for interval maps with some corollaries is given. In [B2] this construction is extended for continuous graph maps, so the results of [B2] cover the case of continuous circle maps (in fact the circle case may be easily covered by slightly modified arguments from [B3]). We state results of [B1-B3] sometimes dividing statements into two parts, one concerning interval maps and taken directly from [B3] and the other one concerning circle maps and specializing results of [B2] for them. Since the description of circle maps without periodic points follows from Theorem AK we confine ourselves in this section to the family of maps 3d . Let us briefly explain how limit sets are classified in [B1-B3] . Fix an infinite set w(x) and consider the family sf of all cycles of intervals orb / such that co(x) c orb /. There are two possibilities.
(1) Periods of sets orb / £ sf are not bounded. Then there exist ordered cycles of intervals containing a>(x) with periods tending to infinity. This allows us to semiconjugate f\(o(x) to a transitive translation in a compact group and implies many properties of f\co(x).
(2) Periods of sets orb I £ sf are bounded. Then there exists a minimal cycle of intervals orb J £ sf . It is easy to see that all points y £ co(x) have the following property: if U is a neighborhood of y in orb J then orb U = orb J (otherwise orb U generates a cycle of intervals orb K such that w(x) c orb K C orb J which is a contradiction). The idea is to consider all the points z £ orb J with this property. They form a set B which turns out to be a maximal by inclusion limit set with some important properties. (1) <f> semiconjugates f\Q to x (i.e. x o<j) = <f>o f and (f> is surjective); (2) there exists a unique set S c Sp such that co(x) = S for any x £ Q, f\S is minimal, the set SP\S is at most countable set of isolated points and there is a unique measure vq such that vq(Q) = 1 (in fact supp vq = S); (3) if oj(z) r\Q ^ 0 then S c co(z) c Q and S is in fact equal to the set of all accumulation points of co(z).
Theorem 2 implies the following Corollary 5. For a point x such that co(x) n Q ^ 0 we have Vf(x) = {vq)} .
Let us turn to another type of maximal infinite limit set. Let £ : K -> K and t^' : AT' -> K' be nonstrictly periodic or circle maps, K and K' be homeomorphic. Let <j> : K -> K' be a monotone semiconjugacy between £, and £' and F c K be a ^-invariant closed set such that </>(F) = K', for any x £ K' we have int 4>~x(x) nF = 0 and so (f>~x(x) nF c d(f>~x(x), 1 < caxd{(f>~x(x)nF} < 2. Then say that </> almost conjugates £\F to t;'. Now, let Af be a cycle of intervals or a circle. number n > 0 such that f"I = I, \J"~q f'l = X, f\I is mixing and distinct sets fkI, pi have at most finitely many common points. Moreover, if X is a finite union of k disjoint intervals then either n = k or n = 2k (in the latter case fk on any component of X is a flip) and in any case f has periodic points of all periods 2nl, / > 0.
Let us introduce some notations. If L is a cycle of intervals of period r then the minimal period of periodic points from L is r. All the periodic orbits of period r from L represent the same pattern denoted by ptn(L); we will sometimes say that L represents this pattern. The following is an easy corollary of Proposition 5. (2) There is a periodic orbit P" c B(M, f) such that either ptn(P") = ptn(Af) or ptn(P") is a 2-extension of ptn(M). Clearly there is at least one g-fixed point in (0,1). Due to the monotonicity of the semiconjugacy its preimage is a k-periodic interval of /, thus it contains a k-periodic point of / which has all the required properties; its orbit will be denoted by Q(M). The following is an easy corollary of the definitions. Let us denote by Xf the union of all periodic orbits which are maximal by inclusion among limit sets; together with solenoidal sets of type SP(Q) and basic sets they are the components of the constructed in [B1-B3] spectral decomposition of the set Per/ (slightly different versions of the decomposition for the union of all w-limit sets of / and for the nonwandering set of / may also be found in [B1-B3]). We state in this paper only the part of the decomposition theorem concerning Per/. Indeed, it was proven in [S] that Per/ is the center of an interval map / (see also [N] ; in fact for all maps / e 3° it follows from Theorem 1). At the same time the definitions show that to study f-rotation numbers and sets it is sufficient to know the properties of the center of / which justifies our approach.
Decomposition Theorem ([B1-B3]). Let f £ 3s. Then there exist an at most countable family of basic sets {/?, c B\} and a family of triplets of solenoidal sets {S^ c Spa) c Q{a)}aeA such that:
(1) Per/ = Xfli (UaSpa))U (U,-Bj) with intersections finite and possible only between different basic sets each three of which have the empty intersection;
(2) the set {a : int Q^ ^ 0} is at most countable and S{a) = Q(a) for all other a £ A.
Finally we state the results which describe types of periodic orbits for zero entropy one-dimensional maps. First results of this sort are due to Misiurewicz and Szlenk and then Misiurewicz [MS, Ml] who showed that interval maps with zero entropy are exactly those whose periodic points have periods which are powers of 2. Then Block [B12] proved that periodic orbits of an interval zero entropy map are simple (Block's results were extended for tree maps in [B4] ). Finally, similar results for the circle maps follow from [ALM, BCJM and MZ1] . We summarize all the facts we need about zero entropy circle and interval maps in Proposition 7.
Proposition 7 ( [ALM, B12, BCJM, Ml, MS, MZ1] ). Let f : X -► X, f £ 3°, M c X be a cycle of intervals or M = X = Sx, h(f\M) = 0. Then there is a k-periodic pattern n represented by an f-periodic orbit and n < co such that any cycle S of f\M represents a simple extension of it of period 2'k, i < n and for any i < n there is a cycle of f\M of period 2'k. Moreover, if M ^ Sl then M represents n.
Proofs of main results.
We have already deduced Propositions 1 -3 from Theorem 1, thus only Theorem 2 has to be proven. In case of a circle map with no periodic points Theorem 2 follows from Proposition 1 so we may assume that f £3°. Before we begin let us outline the main idea which in fact works in some other one-dimensional situations (see, e.g., [B5] ) and allows us to connect the properties of arbitrary one-dimensional maps with those of zero entropy maps. Suppose that / is a one-dimensional map, consider all the cycles of intervals generating basic sets and order them by inclusion. Then the entropy of / is zero on cu-limit sets of points which never get into the above-mentioned cycles of intervals. At the same time one can change the map on maximal among these cycles of intervals so that they remain cycles of intervals for the new map and the new map on them has the zero entropy too. Thus the new map will have zero entropy and so the maximal cycles of intervals for the original map must represent patterns allowed for zero entropy maps.
More precisely, we show that one can choose periodic orbits in maximal cycles of intervals which represent patterns of these cycles of intervals and then change the map outside these periodic orbits so that the resulting map is of zero entropy. We apply these arguments in more detailed form in the proof of Proposition 9 but first let us prove the following Proposition 8. Let B = B(M, /) be a basic set of f : K -y K, 4>: K -► R" be a function. Then the sets Vf\B(q>) and If\B((f>) are connected. Moreover, if <f> satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2 then the following holds:
(1) if P C B is a periodic orbit then Pf,<p(P) £ If\B(<t>) ; Proof. Let v , p £ Vf\B((p) . Then for any convex combination n = au + bp we have that n(D^,) = 0. At the same time by Theorem 1 and Proposition 5 there is a point x £ B generic for n. Thus n £ Vf^B((p) and Vf\B((p) is connected which implies that If\B((p) is connected. Suppose that (f> satisfies the conditions from Theorem 2 and prove statement (1). Let P c B be a periodic orbit. If K is the circle then (p is continuous at the points of P, so Pf^(P) £ If\B(4>) and statement (1) is proven. If K = [0, 1 ] there are two cases. If P is not simple then (p is continuous at all the points of P and pf^(P) £ If\B((p). Let P be simple. Then M is also simple, pex(M) = 2" for some n . The following arguments are an easy version of those we are going to employ later on. Namely, by Proposition 5 there is a transitive nonstrictly periodic map /' : M' -> M' such that f\B is almost conjugate to f'\M' by a map ^. We would like to apply some well-known results for interval maps so let us extend /' to the map g : [0, 1] -> [0, 1] with g\M' = f'\M' such that g is linear on each component of [0, 1] \ M'; note however that this step is not essential and needed only to enable us to formally apply the aforementioned results established for interval maps but not for nonstrictly peridoic maps. The properties of simple patterns imply that outside M' the map g has periodic points of periods 2', i < n , and only them. Also for obvious reasons g\M' has a point of period 2" and by Proposition 6 g\M' has points of all periods 2"+xm, m > 0, so g has periodic orbits of all periods 2', t > 0.
It is known [MN] that then g has a simple periodic orbit of period 2' for any t. Pick up such t > n that t, t + 1 6 A (see the properties of the function (p); let P' be a simple g-periodic orbit of period 2'. Then P' £ M' and we can consider the £-preimage of P' which is a complementary to B in M cycle of intervals of the same pattern. So by Corollary 6 there is a simple periodic orbit P' c B of period 2' or 2/+1 . In any case <p-is continuous at all the points of P" and so pf^(P") £ If\B((p) ■ Clearly P and P" axe equivalent, so by the properties of 4> we have Pf\Bt<f,(P") = pf\B,<t,(P) and thus we get the required. Statement (2) now follows from statement (1) and Corollary 6. □ Proposition 9. Let f : K -► K be a nonstrictly periodic or a circle map and jVf = jV be the family of all generating basic sets cycles of intervals N c K such that if B(K', /) is a basic set and K' D N then K' is a cycle of intervals and pex(K') = pex (N) . Furthermore, let JVJ-= yV' be the set of periodic orbits which consist of endpoints of cycles of intervals from JV and 3>y = 3 be the family of all periodic orbits which do not belong to any set M generating a basic set. Then there is a t-periodic pattern y(f) -y represented by an f-periodic orbit and an n < oo such that any element of JV U JV U 2 represents a simple extension of y of period t2', i < n, and if i < n then there is an element of Jf u Jr' U D which represents a simple extension of y of period t2'; if K is a cycle of intervals then y -ptn(K) and if K is the circle then y depends on f.
Proof. Let N £ JV, per(JV) = n . Consider a family S^N of all cycles of intervals which generate basic sets and contain ./V. Obviously S^N c JV; moreover, per(5') = n and ptn(S) = ptn(N) for any S £ S?N. Let AN = {jS€S?N S and show that if 5" £ JV and 5" c AN then ptn(5") = ptn(A^). Indeed, by Proposition 5 B(S', f) is noncountable and by Decomposition Theorem the family of all basic sets is countable, thus there is M £ 3*N such that B(S', /)flint M =£ 0 and so 5" c M; this implies that per(5'') = n and therefore the required. Assume that there exists a cycle of intervals N £JV such that An = K . Then by what we just showed ptn(5'") = ptn(N) for any S" £ JV . Moreover if K is a cycle of intervals then there is a periodic orbit Q which represents ptn(K). At the same time since K -AN there is S" £ jV which contains Q and so ptn(5") = ptn(K) = ptn(N) = y(f). Clearly 3f is empty in this case and also a cycle from Jr' (if any) represents either ptn(K) or a simple exntension of ptn(K). This finishes the consideration of the case An -K.
From now on we assume that AN ^ K for any N £JV which implies that An is a cycle of intervals (not necessarily closed). Let us show that per(^4^) = n. Indeed, if per(/f/v) = m < n and A' is one of components of A then fmA' -A'. Since A' contains infinitely many points from basic sets of / there is an fm-fixed point x £ int A'; clearly x £ S for some cycle of intervals S £ S*n which contradicts the fact that per(5') = n . Thus per(^Ar) = n . Note that [JNeyr An contains all cycles of intervals generating basic sets.
Consider a process of changing / which leads to a zero entropy map g such that for any N £ Jf the map g has at least one periodic point of pattern ptn(jV). Let us fix N\ £JV and change / only on A^ = A\ so that the new map / issuchthat f\Q(N) = f\Q(Nl), f\3Ax=f\dAx and f\A\ is linear on every component of A\ \ Q(N\) (the definition of a periodic orbit Q(M) which exists for any cycle of intervals M generating basic sets was given earlier; its main properties are described in Corollary 7). Clearly / is continuous.-Consider an /-cycle of intervals N2 £ JV such that N2 gt A\ (if any); let us show that Q(N2) is disjoint from A{ . Indeed, A\ gl N2 since otherwise the definition implies that N2 £ 3^nx and so N2 c A\ . Now if Q(N2) c A\ then the mutual disposition of N2 and A\ implies by Corollary 7 that int A\ contains points from B(N2, f) and so N2 c A\ which is a contradiction, so indeed Q(N2) and A\ are disjoint.
Let us consider the set A2 -An2 and change / as follows.
(1) We change the map only on A2 \ A\ leaving it as it is on Q(N2) and at all the endpoints of components of A2 which do not belong to A \ .
(2) The new map f2 is linear on every component of A2 \ (A\ U Q(N2)). Clearly the construction is possible and f2 is continuous. Moreover, the only patterns represented by /2-periodic orbits in A\\JA2 are those of N\, N2 and, perhaps, their 2-extensions, so there are finitely many of them, and it is easy to see that in fact any point from A\\JA2 converges to one of the aforementioned periodic orbits. Finally the construction implies that for any component of A\ \JA2 its /2-image belongs to its /-image (for by the construction the former is in fact a convex hull of /-images of some points from the component).
Going on with this construction we find on the step r an /-cycle of intervals Nr £ JV such that Nr gl \Jrf~l At (if such JV,. does not exist the construction is finished). Then the same reasons as before show that we can continue; since there are at most countably many basic sets we can organize the process so that for any cycle of intervals M £yV there is a number r such that M c Ar. On every step in the construction the following properties will be held. First, all the patterns of periodic orbits which appear in the construction are either patterns represented by cycles of intervals M £ JV or their 2-extensions (the latter may happen because we keep the map unchanged at the appropriate endpoints of sets Am and sometimes all these endpoints form a periodic orbit which represents a 2-extension of ptn(Af)). Second, all the points from (J"=i ^/ converge to periodic orbits. Third, by the same reasons as before for any component of U"_, At its /"-image belongs to its /-image. Finally, by the construction the map fn+\ is obtained by changing /" on the set An+i \ An ; obviously we can choose sets Nr (and so Ar) in such an order that the length of the longest component of An+\ \A" will converge to 0 as n approaches infinity.
Let U(>1 int Aj -W and int(A'\U;<1 Aj) = V . Let us define a map g and then show that / uniformly converges to g and so g is continuous. By the construction all /" coincide with / outside W; let g = f outside W. Also, for any point x £ W there is the smallest r such that x £ int Ar. Then by the construction fr(x) = fm(x) for all m > r; let g(x) -fr(x). Clearly g is now defined everywhere. Let us show that / uniformly converges to g as r tends to infinity. Indeed, by the construction f" may not coincide with g only at points from the union of the sets (J^" Ar+l \Ar. If n is big and r > n then any component K of any set Ar+l \ Ar is short, and so the /-image of K is short too which by the construction implies that fr+\-image of K is also short. The way we define g implies now that g -f" is small everywhere, and so indeed fn converges to g as n tends to infinity, which implies that g is continuous.
Clearly h(g) = 0. Indeed, by the construction if g"x £ W for some point x and some n then the set ojg(x) is a ^-periodic orbit, so h(g\co(x) = 0. Otherwise g coincides with / on the orbit of x which never enters W; thus cog(x) = ojf(x) = H is disjoint from W, g\H = f\H and so if h(g\H) ^ 0 then h(f\H) ^ 0 and by Decomposition Theorem there is a basic set B(M", f) sup H. If the orbit of x enters int M" then by the construction it enters W which contradicts the assumption. On the other hand if x does not enter int M" then B(M", f)supH implies that a>(x) = H is a periodic orbit which contradicts h(g\H) = h(f\H) > 0. Now, by the construction the family of all patterns represented by g-periodic orbits coincides with the family of all patterns represented by cycles of intervals N £ yV (and so by the periodic orbits Q(N)), by some /-periodic orbits which consist of endpoints of cycles of intervals N £jf or by periodic orbits from 3. Since an /-periodic orbit which consists of endpoints of a cycle of intervals N £ JV represents either the same pattern as N or its 2-extension then by Proposition 7 we get the required. □ Proposition 9 covers the family of nonstrictly periodic maps or circle maps / such that the basic set B(SX, /) does not exist; indeed, if f : Sx -» Sx and B(SX, f) exists then the families JVf, Jfl and 3f are empty. Proposition 9 implies Corollary 8 which may be considered as an extension of Proposition 7 (the pattern y(f) in Corollary 8 replaces the pattern n from Proposition 7).
Corollary 8. Let f : K -> K be a nonstrictly periodic or a circle map, SF be the family of periodic orbits such that if P £ SF and M D P is a set which generates a basic set then M is a cycle of intervals of period pex(M) = per (P) . Then there is a pattern y such that any P £ S* represents a simple extension of y, and if f is nonstrictly periodic then y = ptn(.rv).
The next proposition seems to be instrumental in the proof of Theorem 2; it also adds information to Decomposition Theorem. Before we state it let us introduce the following definition: a pattern n is an almost simple extension of a pattern n' if either n is a simple extension of n' or there is a pattern 6 such that k is a simple extension of 6 and n' is a 2-extension of 6. (1) Nt are cycles of intervals and per(7V,) > per(7V,+i) for 0 < i < k except for the case when i = k -1, AT,-+1 = Nk is the circle and so pex(Nk) is not defined;
(2) Nj generates a basic set for 0 < i < k ; (3) for any i < k there is a periodic orbit P,-+i c B(Ni+i, f) such that ptn(Ni) is an almost simple extension of ptn(P,+1); (4) if f is a nonstrictly periodic map or a circle map with no basic set B(SX, f) then Nk is a cycle of intervals and ptn(A^) is a simple extension of y(f) while if f is a circle map and B(SX, f) exists then Nk = S1. Suppose that Jf\ ^ 0 ; take a cycle of intervals N\ £ J?\ of the biggest period Px and show that there is a periodic orbit P\ £ B(N\ , f) such that ptn(Q) is an almost simple extension of ptn(Pi). We may assume that Q is disjoint from B(N\, /). Then by Proposition 5 there is a cycle of intervals L D Q complementary to B(Ni, f) in N\ . Let us show that ptn(Q) is a simple extension of ptn(L). Indeed, if L'" is a cycle of sets generating a basic set and such that Q c L'" c L then by the choice of p\ and N\ we have per(L'") = pex(Q). Thus by Corollary 8 ptn(Q) is a simple extension of ptn(L). At the same time by Corollary 6 there is a periodic orbit Pi £B(N\, /) n L such that either ptn(Pi) = ptn(L) or ptn(Pi) is a 2-extension of ptn(L), so we see that ptn(g) is an almost simple extension of ptn(Pj). Note that by the construction pex(Q) >pex(Nx)=P\. Now we can repeat the same arguments for the periodic orbit Q(N\) replacing Q. Note that the cycle of intervals N2 which we find will have period smaller that per(Q(JVi)) = pex(N{) and will contain Q(N{), so by Corollary 7 N\ c N2. The strict decreasing of periods of cycles of intervals Ni implies that simple extension of ptn (P,-+1) , so pf^(Pj) = p'j+l . By Proposition 8 applied to both P'j and Pj+l we now have that p'j+i £ IjC\Ij+i . Thus the set G = \Jj=l lj is connected since each lj is connected by Proposition 8. At the same time by Proposition 10 and the definition of C we see that Ikr\C ^ 0 which concludes the proof. □
